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5ANTA

FE DAILY

AM linejust Received for
SPRING CAMPAIGN,

W. H. COEBEL,
N. M.

Republicans Will Hot Interrnpt the
Tariff Debate The House In a
In
the Senate.
The Republi
Washington, April 11.
cans of the senate committee conferred
y
concerning the program to be fol
lowed in relation to the tariff bill. No
decision was reached, except to allow de
bate to go on ander the present arrange
ment as long as possible.
hoube. -d
this
The house became
morning Over a technical parliamentary
question, the Republicans not voting and
of a
the Democrats lacking thirty-thre- e
quorum.
's

Santa Fe,

Catron Block

They Ought to Walk.

WASHINGTON BUDGET.

TACKLE.

FISHING

dead-looke-

8KNATE.

In the senate Mr. Morgan referred to
the manifesto of the Minnesota Demowhich he and some
cratic assooiation-iother Democratic senators are alleged to,
be in league with Senators Hill and Gorman in a combination in opposition to
the tariff bill and called "Marked Demo
crats." He said that was a French method
of trying a man in his absence.
,;.
ubs. habbihon's pobtbaii.
Only once has the American woman
been so honored by the government as to
have her portrait handed down to
First-clas- s
posterity on omoial issues m the case of
Martha Washington, whose head adorns
Novelties and Filigree articles
the $1 bill. Bat there is a movement on
foot among the national officers of the
of the Daughters of the American
Santa Fe, N. M. Society
Revolution to try to secure public recognition of their first president general, the
late Mrs. Caroline Soott Harrison, wife
of
Benjamin Harrison, by
placing her portrait npon a new postage
stamp.
a bumob. .
It is rumored that Mr. Cleveland will
send a special message to congress urg
will hereafter leave the
ing the issue of bonds and the coinage
of the seigniorage.
with his stage, leaving
n

THE FILIGREE .JEWELER,

Gold Watches, Diamonds, Silver Ware and Clocks.
Watch Repairing Strictly
kinds of
Silver

Snarling
Keeps all
suitable for presents at lowest prioea.

-

South Side Plaza,

HO! FOR COCHITI
Mr.

John Fewell, the rustler,

Claire hotel daily for Cochiti

FIBST

Santa Fe at 8 o'clock, arriving at destination at 3
o'clock p. m. Leaving Allerton at 8 o'clock arriving
in Santa Fefat 4 p. m. same day. Hacks and busses

or

HHE VAOS.

Capt. Jack Primrose and his forty associates, composing the first band of the
army of the unemployed to reach Washington, were discharged from police
oustody by Judge Kimball of the police
oourt, where they were arraigned as vagrants.
The judge ruled that they should be
given a brief time in which to get work
and that if they failed and became beggars or loafers, they could then be arraigned as vagrants.

to and from the depot

-

NATIONAL NOTES.

There are said to be forty applicants
for the position of United States marshal
of Colorado.
case
The papers in the Graham-Youncharging Col. Graham with exceeding
OF
Franhis authority at the presidio, San
cisco, have been transmitted to the war
department.
The stale department will not immediately issue any proclamation of warning
against taking seals in the North Pacifio
ooean or Behring sea, the passage of the
last act being considered sufficient.
A TERRIFIC STORM.
Capt. E. M. Shepherd, commanding the
Minnesota, who was court martialed for
writing Admiral Gherardi that Capt.
Dnow, Wind and nail Canse Much Bruce.acquired his reputation at the exDamage in Mew York Vessel
pense of brother ofOoers, was found
Reported Lost.
guilty.
The senate considered the Chinese
New York, April 11. A storm of mnch treaty in executive session and discussed
the propriety of handling it with open
severity is general along the Atlantic doors.
Senator Perkins spoke of the inooaet. At Sandy Hook the wind is blow- justice to Amerioan labor if the Chinese
a
Tate
east
sixty-nin- e
of
at
from
the
ing
immigration was permitted.
miles per honr and snow and sleet are
A
went
vessel
ashore
driving furiously.
BEGAN HIS CAMPAIGN.
near Highlands, N. J., eight men were
At Normandie there is a
drowned.
building in the sea going to pieces. The
Harrison Hakes a Pobeach from Seabright for three miles
an Asplrant-fo- r
litical Speech-St- ill
north is under water. The observer at
the Presidency.
Highlands says it is the worst storm he
has ever seen. Snow in the oonntry is
twenty inches deep.
San Francisco, April 11. The Union
The tide reached the highest mark
known in many years. It did much League club gave a reception to
Harrison
In an eloquent
damage in New Jersey.
Buffalo. Snow has been falling for the speech Mr. Harrison referred to the dis
prevailing and said it is neoessary
past six hours and all communication by tress
wire is very difficult.
The storm seems to have a tariff for the working man. He
said he
general at this end of the state and ex- He also favored the annexation of Hawaii,
said that the Nicaragua canal
tends beyond Rochester.
should be free, from a commercial point
of view, to all nations, but in case of war
The Second Disagreement.
in which the United States was involved,
Fresno, Cal., April 11. The sensational it should be
open to the Amerioan flag
second trial of Richard N. Heath for the
no other.
murder of L. B. MoWhirter, a lawyer and and
the jury being
politician, ended
THE HARKKTS,
discharged after failure to agree. ,
New York, April 11. Money on oall
Train Bobbers Captured.
easy at 1 per cent; prime meronntiie
Enid, O. T. April 11. Two of the train paper, a ig 5 per cent.
robbers were overtaken at Hennessy toNew York. Silver,
Lead, $3.20.
day. They made a full confession and Copper, lake, $9.00.
was
who
shot
dead
robber
say that the
New York. Wool quiet, unchanged,
by
a gnard was Bill Rhodes, an old member with a fair demand for domestic
grades.
of the James gang, from Clay county,
Kansas City. Cattle 10 cents lower;
Missouri.
Texas steers, $8.20
$1.10; Texas
oows, $2.00
$3.15; shipping
steers,
GOOD PLOT FOR A NOVEL.
$3.15
$1.50; native eows, $2
$3.15;
Blockers and feeders, $3.00
$3.80; bulls,
2.10
J $3.80. Sheep
steady.
A Wealthy Voang Woman Trying to f Omaha.
15o lower, $3.26
Steers, 10
Find Her Parents -- A Komantie
$1.85; westerners, $2.75
$3.90; Tex-anWtory.
$2.25
$3.60;
$3; oows, $1.75
$3.75. Sheep muttons,
feeders, $2.26
$5.
$1.60; lambs, $3.75
Denver, April 11. Emily J. Freeman, $3
Chicago. Cattle lower) prime to extra
the ward of an aristocratic family at Los
$5; medium, $1.2f.
Angeles, has a romantio history. She re- native steers, $1.50
$1.10; others, $3.75,
$4.10. Sheep,
members of having lived with Mary
6.10; top lambs, $5.25
Cuneo in a squalid portion, of Denver. top, $1.90
-.
.:......
Subsequently a woman named Rollins se- $6.55.
Chicago. Wheat, cash,
May,
cured possession of her and she was sent
88 1. Oats,
May, 88
to St. Mary's academy. Mrs. Cuneo, who Corn, cash,
Pork, May, $12.20.
came from New Orleans, was constantly May,
drunk but always well supplied with
Also Has Tramps.
Boston
money. She has disappeared and the poBoston, April 11. The New England
lice are looking for the Rollins woman in
Coxey's army will start
hopes of tracing the parents of Miss continguent of
from Faneul Hall April 17. :
Freeman.

LOWESTRATES.
PROMPTEST PAYMENT
TRIED

CHIEF QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE
Denver, Colorado, April 7, 1891. Sealed
proposalp, in triplicate, will be received
here and at the offices of the Post Quartermasters at the posts below named, until
11 o'olook a. m., May 8, 1891, and then
opened for famishing at Fort Dn Chesne,
tJtah, 186,000 ponnds of oats, 6,000
pounds bran, 97,000 pounds hay; at Fort
Logan, Colo., 80,000 ponnds oats; at Fort
Marcy, New Mexico, 125,000 pounds coal,
during the fiscal year ending Jane 80,
1891.
The U. S. reserve the right to
reject any or all bids. All information
f urnishod on application here. Envelopes
containing proposals to be marked
" and
at
"Proposals for
addressed to .the undersigned, E. B
Atwood. Major and Chief Quartermaster.

loon.

MoBrayer whisky at Colorado

sa-

Wrapping Paper.
at the New

Old Papers for sale
office.

Have Ordered a Strike.
Columbus, Ohio, April 11. The United
Mine Workers of America have ordered a
general strike on April 31. W. D. Van
Horn, of Indiana, oppossed the date as
the Indiana miners had a contraot to
work nutil May 13. Joseph Knnkerly,
state president for Indiana, bitterly Opposed the date.

Britishers Kill Savages.

London, April 11. Kabba Rega, King
of Unyaro, the most powrtful and troublesome of the east Africa chiefs, was defeated by a detachment from the British West
Afrioa companies foroe, and 500 of his
warriors killed. -

STILL IX UTAH.
Uov. West Has Sot Vet Been Able to
MM

g

LOSSES.

the Harmon Territory of

.

62.

s,

-

Casey's Tramps..

are being
Ogden, April
heard by Judge Miner ton the apphoation
for , a supplemental Jorder diceotipg the
United States marshal to remove the Industrial army from the territory. The
Southern Pacific is fighting for delay.
Gov. West reoeived a telegram
from 0. P. Huntington advising that the
men be allowed to go east, saying: "Our
company can do nothing, as it is organised
for business, not charity," but offering to
give $100 himself toward their
y

..

.

82.

87;

69;

'

v

TEI

V. T. CLI7XB,V.

J

r

Highest of all

in

Latest U. S. Gov't Report

Leavening Power.

ml

Bfis

'

n

,

Hasonry for Women.

Chicago, April 11. Mary Ellen Lease,
of Kansas, is in Chicago. She Bays: "I
am here to organize a Masonic order for
women. I have decided that the Masonic
order has been of such wonderful benefit
to men, so wonderfully uplifting and
educational, that it is certainly a pity to
deprive women of the benefits. I wish to
organize here first, and then in New York
and the othe. principal cities. I am already billed to speak in New York for a
compensation of $500 a night at Madison
Square. The lectures will be followed by
the organization and the initiation of
members of the Masonic degrees."

THE MORMONS.
and

The Priesthood

Marriage

Prophet Chosen bio sew
Political Theories.

-

itallied

Together-

-

trans-Atlanti-

298,-00-

Cholera.
Constantinople, April 11. Cholera is
spreading here in an alarming manner.
Caliada Bey, a councillor of state, and a
servant attached to the Greek legation
were suddenly seized with cholera symptoms and died within a few hours.

they need,

President Canon said there was no
eternal marriage except that performed
by priesthood. All other marriages ter
minated with death. Wben married by
the priesthood the relations in the next
world would be the same as in this. He
cautioned the people to adhere to there
present political affiliations and not be
switched off to new theories. It was announced that the sacrament would hereafter not be administered in the tabernacle, but in the wards where it could be
regulated so that none but worthy people
could partake.
Wilford Woodruff was announced as
chosen prophet, seer and revelator, also
first president. George Q. Canon as first
counsel of the first president; Joseph F.
Smith, Beoond oaunsel of the first president; and Lorenzo Snow aB president of
the apostles.
The reports read showed an enrollment
of 83,657 teachers and pupils in the Sunday schools.

THEY ARE DESPERATE.
The Striking PcnnsylvanlaCoke Hen
Compel Others to nlt Work
I hey Defied the Sheriff.

-

IT IS NEARLY OVER.
Arguments Being Heard In the Pol
lard Case-Jud- ge
Bradley Became Angered.

Uniontown, Pa., April 11. War has begun again in the coke region. Four hundred
at the Youngs-towstrikers assembled
works of Frick & Co. About sixty coke
drawers were in the pit when at a signal
the strikers swooped down on tho plant
and the workers fled to the company's
store. After several attacks the workmen
were compelled to give np as "they were
treated to all sorts of insults and beaten
g
with clubs. The rioters then went to
taking the Yonngstown workers
with them. The sheriff with twenty deputies overtook the mob and ordered them
to disperse, the leader answered that they
were on a pnblio highway and had equal
rights with the sheriff. The sheriff's force
fell back, and the strikers continned to
ward Leisenberg. ' Twenty more deputies
have gone to join the sheriff. Trouble is
inevitable as the strikers are all armed.
n

y

Leis-enber-

Business and Bimetallism.
Denver, April 11. Mr. Henry R. Wol-cohas returned from a business trip to
the east. He said that the business
was decidedly better than it had
been. There was a better feeling for
among the bankers than they
had been given oredit for.
A good many bankers thought that international bimetallism would help the
business of the oountry if it could be
brought about and they seemed to think
that the idea could be carried out. Bonds
were in good demand, Mr. Woicott said,
and everything looked better.
tt

Phil
Washington, April
Thompson resumed his speech against
Madeline Pollard in the oirouit court today. He commented upon the improbability of formal proposals of marriage
from Col. Breokenridge in 1892 and declared that Miss Pollard's was the act of a
bawd, who felt that if she could not marry
him she oonld disgrace him.
Major Batterworth followed. He said
he had known the defendant as a statesman, soldier and friend, "and you may
speed it on the lightning's wing that to
whom Butterworth was a friend in prosperity, he will not turn to him his back
in adversity." This 'statement was followed by applause tfrom the spectators
and Judge Bradley ordered the bailiff to
dear the oourt room. "We have had
enough outrages in this oourt room" he
said. No one stirred and the judge said
"everyone not a member of the bar will
have to leave the eonrt room." Some of
the men went out but most of the spectators remained.
11.

Col.

of Taos Talks of the Peculiar
Complications Which Surround
the Arroyo Hondo Grant.

A Citizen

"What is principally interesting the
miners of Amizett and the entire Rio
Hondo district is whether that section is
public domain or whether it will be held
under the Arroyo Hondo grant," said Mr.
L. W. Brown, deputy clerk of Taos county, to a New Mexican reporter this morning.
"When the grant came up before the
land court for confirmation in December,
1892, there were comparatively few people interested in what we claim is outside
of the grant properly bounded. Most of
these never supposed for a moment that
the grant would be confirmed es it has
been, while others were satisfied by
promises of liberal treatment at the
hands of the grant managers, so that no
protest or adverse claim was made at the
time, and the decree of confirmation
was rendered according to the petition of
the representatives of the grant.
"The existing peculiar state of affairs
came about through

A
of the obant,
The Sew Vork Post Tells How They in that part describing the boundaries.

New York, April 11. The Evening Post
says: The noteworthy general movement
of prices lately begun continued yesterday
n the other markets and had, as before,
its due influence on stocks.
Wheat wag strong, in spite of the heavy
speculative realizing, and silver bullion
rallied again in London in the direction
of last week's highest figure. By all accounts the Oriental demand continues
c
heavy, while the supply from
points barely increases.
A rather striking incident of the last
month or two has been the shipment of
gold from India and China. London's
receipts of this metal from China in Feb0
A ruary and March were 181,000 and
came from India in March alone. In
the two weeks, however, since the breaking of the Bombay panio, a moderate return of gold to India has begun.

Salt Lake, April 11, The conference of
Latter Day Saints has adjourned. At the
closing service- President .Woodruff said
it had been revealed to him that the pro
per thing was for children to be adopted
to their parents by the eonvenant. Ho
said if the Latter Day saints will do their
duty they will receive all the revelations

AMIZETT'S CLAIMS.

oat-loo- k

"Between the upper narrows and the
mountains lies the little volley of San
Antonio. No connection can be traced
between the titles to the San Antonio
lands and the Arroyo Hondo grant. A
little further up at tho mouth of the
canon is the Miguel Chavez mineral grant,
made in 1885, showing that as late as that
date the ground covered by it
WAS NOT

BECOONIZED AS PAST OP ANY OBANT,

bat

on the contrary as land at the disposal of the government. A township
has also been surveyed between the 'narrows' and the top of the mountains and
a homestead patent was issued without
protest or adverse claim on the part of

the grant claimants. J'pur mineral patents have been issued within the limits as
claimed by the grant, also without opposition. All that was asked for when the
grant was made was farming tand and
building lots, while if this decree of
stands and the top of the
'mountain' is made the eastern boundary,
there will be more mountain than agricultural land in the eleven leagues allowed
by the decree, and if measured from the
top of the mountain toward the wet, will
not include nor touch the farming lands
and settlement within the grant proper.
All that we ask of the land court is to
COIIBECT

Agsni XMd Dspsrtment,

A,T.A..B.

-

loaf tims with

low

Strained Nerves
the

DOES

NOT

Marked and Permanent.

EXIST.

Nevertheless, as no adverse testimony was
produced, the grant was confirmed a
asked for. Now, when the surveyorgoes to
survey the grant, he will not be able to
find his lines in such a way as to connect
and enclose a tract called for by the decree of confirmation. The brow of the
hill is not on the west; the mouth of the
canon, or narrows, is not on the sonth,
and the 'ridge of the mountain,' (proper
translation 'hill') is not on the east, so
that a survey according to the decree of
the court would be an impossibility, and
consequently, when the survey is made, and
returned to the court for approval, both
decree and survey wonld have to be
thrown out as nullities.
"Bat let the propertranslation be made,
and the directions in which the respective boundaries are located correctly construed, and a consistent explanation of
all discrepancies will be clearly seen. The
brow of the hill, instead of being on the
west, is on the sonth, or rather southwest;
the north, or northeast boundary, is the
ridge of the hill (which has been incorrectly translated 'mountain') and the eastern or southeast line is the month of the
canoH or more commonly called the 'upper narrows' or the narrows above the
plaza or Arroyo Hondo settlement. This
is where the land marks desoribed actually are; the decree states them to be where
they are not. These boundaries are sustained by all .the testimony taken before Surveyor General Julian in 1888.
None of the' Witnesses then examined
stated the eastern boundary to be other
than the 'narrows' or canoncito, or not far
from it, and none of them mentioned
the top of the mountain. In fact, the
word 'mountain' dots not occur in any of
the original grant papers and the 'cerro'
mentioned is the northern limit of land
bought and sold within the grant to this

Jealousy Caused Murder.
Kansas City, April U. George E. Root,
chancellor commander of Forest lodge, K.
P., wasBhot and fatally wounded just outside the lodge room by Henry W. Keeling,
a member of the lodge, last night. A committee was about to begin a consideration
of the differences between Root and Keeling arising out of alleged improper relation between Root and Mrs. Keeling.
day.

intsrsst WAKANTEB DEEDS

Rip GRANDE

GUVEN.

OLEUICAL EEHOB,

This petition, made in 1887, does not
claim that extra territory, but sticks to
the true boundaries, and so does the
sketch accompanying the petition. Afterwards, when the papers filed with the surveyor general were translated into
English, it was discovered that owing to
an incorrect translation, the grant could
be so construed as to take in a great deal
mere territory than originally contemplated. So that wben the claim was filed
with the land court, it was made according to the English translation and not the
that is as regards the
original;
eastern boundary line. Thero is no
dispute about the other lines. The description in the two petitions presenting
the case to the surveyor general and to
the land court, respectively, and the
sketches showing the boundaries and extent of the grant accompanying the petitions are quite at variance with each
other. The first petition asks for a tract
bounded on the noilh by a hill towards
San Cristobal river, on the east by the
nppor narrows of the river (Rio Hondo),
on the south by the brow of the hill, and
on the west by the Rio Grande. The
sketch corresponds to this description,
and shows a tract of land about three end
a half or four miles square. The petition
before the laud court asks for a tract
bounded on the north by the landmark of
Mrs. A. E. Lanier
Pablo Cordova, on the east by 'the ridge
Hush's Mills, Ohio.
of the mountain', on the south by the
mouth of the canon, and on the west by
the brow of the Arroyo Hondo bill. This
sketch shows a tract of country about
four miles wide on the west and about
Heart and
seven oa the east, by at least twenty miles Palpitation of
A Ceneral Break Down
long, but does not correspond with the
description in the petition, as such a tract The Cood Effect of Hood's was

,

"C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass. :
"Gentlemen:
I was taken down sick last
December, and became very weak with uervous
trouble, palpitation of the heart, and a general
break down. I had a good physician, but lingered along, getting no better. I could sit up
only about half a day, until the 18th of March,
when I concluded I would give Hood's Sarsapa- -

Hood's5? Cures
rllla a trial. When I had used It a short time, I
could get up and go all about the house all day.
I have never enjoyed perfect health, but am
now taking my fifth bottle of Hood's Sarsapa.
rllla, and know It has helped mo wonderfully.
I have used Hood's Tills, and think them excellent." Mbs. A. E. I.a Jtmrt, Bush's Mills, Ohio.
Hood's Pills act easily, yet promptly auil
efficiently, on the liver uud bowels. 'Me.

Santa

Fe-Me-

Market

BEST CP

BEEF
MUTTON,
PORK AND VEAL.
PRICES AW AT DOWN- .Venieon and dame in Season.
Service clean, prompt, first-clas- s.

"OLE JOE," Mgr.

Writs forlilustratsd foldsr giving lull particulars.

LAND COMPANY, Las

at

'Fbisco Stbeet, OrrosiTa Staab Blocs.

ACRES ENOUGH"

Cbolca Irrigated Lands (improved and unimproved) uttrsctiv ljr plattsd, for sals on

A

and wo will be satisfied with the boundaries as stated in the decree, with the eastern boundary as a 'hill' instend of the
'mountain,' but the grant people, if they
want a grant that can be located and surveyed, will have to have the boundaries,
even after properly translated, turned
around one point of the compass.
"The extensive mininginterests of Amizett and the Rio Hondo district generally
will be given a fresh impetus when this
mistake is corrected that will be felt all
over the west.''

The rvZesilla Yalley its Garden Spot!

V

.

60.

NEW MONETARY SYSTEM.

Seattle, Wash., April 11. The Northwestern Industrial army will rido to San
Domingo Will Discard the Hex-- '
lean Silver Dollar and Adopt
Washington City if the people will furnish the cash. It is proposed to offer the
a Mold Basis.
railroad $100 per day for the use of a
locomotive and ten box cars and a train
New York, April 11. Officials of the
orew.
San Domingo Improvement company
PLOT TO KILL THE KING.
just back from San Domingo where they
conferred with President Heureaux and
his ministers on the preparation of a law
The Ruler of Corea Became Aware of to prepare for a gold basis after Jnne
Had
the
and
i
instead of the present currency the Mexthe Conspiracy
ican silver dollar. The new currency will
Conspirators Hilled.
bo in gold dollars of the precise weight
and fineness of the United States coin.
A
11.
B.
singular The silver dollar will contain seven and a
Victoria,
O, April
Btory of political intrigue and revenge is half grains more silver than the American
brought by the steamer Empress. For dollar. The provision of the law which
months the government of Corea has is of most value is this: "All dollars and
been living under the shadow of a plot other silver coins, provided they have the
menacing continually the lives of the weight and fineness which is indicated in
king and ministers. A conspiracy of this monetary law, will be exchangable at
twenty-sevepersons belonging to the face value for gold coins in sums of not
Kin Olan family, late in power, was ex- less than $5."
posed and a majority of the conspirators
A tjtreat Invention.
arreBted. The design was to fire the palBerlin, April 11. The bullet proof arace and kill the king.
Kin and a few other revolutionist lead- mor invented by Herr Dowe Manueim,
ers fled to Japan.. On March 27 he visited the tailor, seems to be all its invontor
Shanghai and put up at the Japan hotel. claimed for it. Shots were fired at the
One Light he was stabbed to death from tailor encased in a bullet proof coat and he
behind by Ko Sho Wu, his bod; servant, sustained absolutely no injuries.
in whose baggago was found a letter from
A Hard Hearted Official.
the Corean king ordering the removal of
Vancover, B. C, April 11. Australian
Boko, Kin and other refugees.
papers received by steamer contain the
A Stage Held I p.
news that 1,000 unemployed people in
O.
11.
The
T.,
stage
April
Hennessy,
South Australia and Vietoria have appealwas
running between Oken and Watonga
ed to Premier Patterson and Sir Geo.
held op by three men early this morning. Dibbs for relief. Dibbs replied: "Don't'
Silas Cogen and Dwight Gillespie pass come bothering me, you will not break
engers, were robbed of $300 in cash and stone for a living, so then starve."
their gold watches. A posse is now purWill Present a Spectacle-Denver- ,
suing the robbers.
April 11. Progressive women
The Constitution at Fault.
here have adopted a pattern for dress reCheyenne, April 11. Democratic poli- form and when 100 pledges have been
ticians claim that the term of Governor secured they will appear on the streets
Osborne does not expire until Jannary clad in the new garments. The dress
1897. The claim is based on a provision consists of bloomers, reaching to the
of the state constitution
that the gover- ankle and any kind of. waist the wearer
nor shall be eleoted for four years, no may prefer.
provision being made for filling unexpired terms. Gov. Osborne was elected
WHEAT AND SILVER.
to fill the unexpired term.

Valentine Carson, Agt.

FIRE TESTED.

fine

NO. 44.
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MEXICAN

N!

Cruces,

RL

has every confidence in Mayor-elec- t
Sloan and believes that he will appoint
nothing but fit men to office, still a
friendly admonition is not out of place.
RY
NEW
MEXICAN
PRIMES CO.
The police force of Santa Fe is notoriously incompetent. A good, reliable
"9 Entered as Second Class matter at the and brave man should bo
appointed as
tauta re Post Office.
marshal and men competent to fill the
RATES OT eUBOCKIPTIOKS.
positions should be appointed to every
25
$
Daily, per week, by carrier
within the gift of the mayor. If
1 00 place
Daily, per month, bv carrier
this is done, the reign of crime here will
1 00
Daily, per month, by mail
2 OU be forever ended.
Aauy, mree ruontns, by mail
5 00
Daily, six months, by mail
one
10
00
mai'.
Daily,
year, by
MAKING MARKED PROGRESS.
Weekly, per month
7o
Senator Wolcott's plan for having the
veeKiy, per quarter
1 (X
Weekly, iter six months
U. S. mints coin silver for the nse of Mex2 00
Weekly, per year
ico and China seems to have jumped into
All contracts and bills for advertising pay remarkable popularity in an equally reble monthly.
markably short space of time. This fact
All communication intended forpublicahon must be accompanied by thewriter's is amply attested by the fact that the bill
name and address not for publication but yesterday passed the senate without a
as evidence of good faith, and should be addressed to The Kditor. Letters pertaining to dissenting vote. Mexico is yet to be
heard from on the subject definitely, but
ausiuees snouiii De aodre-sscNew Mexican Printing Co.,
the scheme has already made headway
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
there since it is announced that the Inter"The New Mexican is the oldest news national Mortgage bank and the daily
paper in New Mexico. It is sent to every
most earnest advoPost Office In the Territory and has a large press are among the
ana growing circulation among the mtelli cates. The Mexican dollar is the dollar of
gent and progressive people of the south commerce in China. If Mexico will perlrsr.
mit the use of her dies by the Carson and
San Francisco mints, whioh is in keeping
APRIL 11.
WEDNESDAY,
ing with Senator Wolcott's resolution, a
market for $50,000,000 or $60,000,000
Asia for American
The Indian war correspondent has might be made in
temporarily removed from Arizona and
New Mexico and now makes his headPress Comments on Territorial
quarters in Oklahoma.

The Daily New Mexican

Affairs.
opon a time ex
claimed with n great show of pride, "I
am a Democrat.'' His recent speeches in
He Deserved it.
the senate against the tariff reform bill
E. H. Bergmann received the deserved
would seem to indicate just the reverse. compliment of being selected to succeed
himself as superintendent of the penitenAnother precinct has heen heard from. tiary. Springer Stockman.
Hear the Fort Worth Gazette: "Santa
Call it a Neeond Cripple Creek'
Fe, N. M., is the one oasis in the wide
The Record a short time ago publishod
desert of election returns. The Democrats carried it by 100 majority, over- an item on the Cochiti mining district
New Mexico furnished by Al Hathaway.
coming a Republican majority of 75 a He gave it that the ores of that district
wo
than
are
ever
More
year ago.
predominate largely in silver. A car
load recently sent to the Rio Grande
that New Mexico is ripe for
smelter at Socorro, N. M., gave a return
ounces of gold and 89
of 2
will pay
TnE dance dn ventrt as danced by the silver. However this gold value
to mine and ship and as from all reports
Egyptian muscle dancers at the Midwinter there is a world of such ore there, it will
fair, aud which caused so much talk at only be a short time before there'll boa
the World's fair, caused the members of second Cripple Creek in New Mexico just
the society for the prevention of vice in south of the Colorado line. Denver
Record.
San Francisco to have a virtuous fit. The Daily Mining
girls were arrested and compelled to give
A Lesson in Journalism.
an exhibition of their terpsichorean abilMany a man who thinks he could be a
ities before a jury of wicked men who journalist, stands around and tell how
he would be as independent as a hog on
promptly acquitted the Egyptian dam- and call things by their right names;
Bels. Thus does tho cupidity of man ever ice,
how he would expose corruption in high
assert itself.
place; how he would write good, common
sense, and none of your frivolous,
Some report comes from Washington
6tuff. The best way to cut off
that congress is likely to remain in ses one of these chaps is to get him to write
day for a week.
sion throughout the entire summer and a sensible article every
Before the week is out, he is sure to be
fall. This is not cheerful. If the states pumped dry, and will gape worse for an
men would at once pass the tariff reform idea than a chicken with the pip. If he
and new states bills and skin out for should have the ability and nerve to
he would be found
home the country would get along all carry out tohis athroats,
lamp post before three
hanging
would
effect
That
the
have
right enough.
chilly mornings rolled around. Las
of serving notice on all foreign countries Vegas Optic.
that they must take the initiative in
The Business Outlook for Jew
handling the silver problem, and the
Mexico.
moral effect would be such as to make
The general condition of this territory
results very pleasant to contemplate.
compares most favorably with that of any
state in the Union. There are no very
There is no question but that the de rich men within our borders, neither are
lay of congress in pushing legislation there many paupers. The live stock inis largely responsible for the continued terests are in good shape, and .stockmen
are
making improvements in
stagnation of business the country over. the constantly
interests
class of stock. The
It is most unfortunate that the law mak- are rapidly increasing inmining
value and imers can not bring themselves to see this portance, and it is already a question if
matter as the country at large does. That the repeal of the Sherman law, iiiBtead
in reality, been a
it will come out all right in due time, of being aincurse, has not,
in this, the backset
disguise;
blessing
we have no doubt, but just at present it the silver
industry has received is but
meet be admitted that the crowd who temporary, and that repeal has been the
yelled "I told you so," have the whip cause of renewed activity in the gold
fields with prospects of results almost
hand.
equal to the hopes cf the most sanguine.
Last, and greatest of all, the agricultural
"Mr. Joseph is purposely defeating im- interests
of the territory are increasing
the
and
mediate admission
thinking in magnitude and importance in a manner
voters know it," asserts the San Marcial second to no other section of the Union.
Bee. We are just a bit surprised to find In spite of national neglect of our right
to statehood, New Mexico will more than
the Bee giviDg utterance to such a state- double
in wealth and population within
ment as this, when there is not the least the next three years, and before the end
foundation in fact to back it up. The of the century she can condescendingly
Bee must strike a higher editorial plane smile upon some of the puny states that
now refuse to take her by the hand and
than this if it deBires to maintain its good welcome her into tho great
sisterhood bename for honesty and fair play features neath the ample folds of the stars and
that have usually characterized its utter- stripes. Roswell Record.
ances heretofore.
Senator

Hill

TEE

the Earn Days

ii

r
of
oil its use
was limited

A WORD IN

BOOK, STATIONERY

News

AND

Depot!

COMPLETE STOCK OF

SCHOOL BOOKS,
ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF HTCATIOIt.

Headquarters for School Supplies

SOL. SP1EGELBERG,

TIME.

The Democrats of this city won a signal
CLOTHING
The po-'pl- e
reposed confidence in the Democratic
FURNISHINGS.
part; by electing its candidates and now
no careless net should be allowed to de
stroy that confidence. The Democratic
CJk
members of the council will find plenty of
of
condition
the
work to do in bettering
Also a complete line of Boy's Cloththe city, but they muBt go about it in a ing. Clothing made to order and permanner The New Mexican fect fit guaranteed.
business-lik- e

& GENT'S

victory at the recent election.

HATS,

PS,

1

GENUINE
WELT.

Ya,
Jp2c

to easing-si-

LIFE INSURANCE

far " " '"rT- -'
advanced in consumption.
Science soon discovered in
it the prevention and cure of
consumption.

those

m II b
oil with
of lime and soda
has rendered the oil more
effective, easy of digestion
and pleasant to the taste.

of

cod-live-

r

Bowne. N. Y.

Squeakiess, Bottom Waterproof. Best Shoe sold at the

V,

COMPANY

All drurgists.

--

Free from all

Writes tho most liberal col icy,
strictions and technicalities.

re-

Ueneral Aitenl, AlliuuiM'rune.

IV.

HI.

r'
I

SOFT COAL

rs-

$2.50 $2, $1.75
$3,
15' st uongoia, MtyiiBh,ltoriect

-

FEED AND TRANSFER.

O. "W IDUIDIROW,

which helps to increase the sales on their full line of goods. They can
nflVird to sell at a lctts profit, and tre believe you can gave money by buying all your
footwear of the dealer advertised below. Catalosue free upon application.

FOR SALE BY JOHNSON & PETERSON.

BBiLSO

IS-

Burt

-

Santa

-

Fe,

&

MANUFAOTUBEBS OF

SODA, MINERAL & C&RBON&TID W&TERS.

PATRONIZE THIS HOSViE INDUSTRY.
Santa Fe N. M.
ft Palace Avenue.
PE0FESSI0NAL CARDS.

New Mexico.

ATTOKNEYS AT LAW.

TIME TABLE NO. 35.

Fe Nursery,
Santa
GRANT RIVENBURC, Prop.

1892.

WINDSOR.

ANTONIO

MAX FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexioo.

RALPH E. TWITCHELL,
Attorney at Law. Catron block, San ta Fe
New Mexioo.

Architect

& Contractor.

SEND FOB PRICE LIST.- -

Leave Chicago at 8:30 p. m., 8:30 p. m
Arrive at Chicago 6:30 a. m., 9:10 a. m.
Leaves Kansas City at 1:00 p. m.; 1:05 p. m.;
Arrives at Kansas City at 8:00 a. m.; 4:40 p.
hi

Leave La Junta 7:00 a. m.
rive at La Junta at 9:10 a. m.
STATIONS.

WESTWARD

so.

no.

3

30

p

9:50 a. ni. Ar8:30 a. m.

1

lO:Ufl

a

a 10:25 a
05 a 10:55 a
40 a 2:55 p
:UUa L':10p
3) a 3:30 u
:50 a 0:10 p,
:30p 8:00 p
l:o p !i:wp
30 pl0:20p
50 pll:i!0 a
30 p 2:15a

a

7 00 p 5:30
7 30 p
(Joolinge.
'43p 2:35
Wingato
1:00 p 2:05
Gallup,
..Nav Springs... 6:30 a 5:20
5:00 a 4:00
.... Holbrook.
4:00 a 2:50
Winslow..
1:00 a 9:55
Flagstaff..
9:45 a 8:40
Williams .
8:40 a 7:45
Ash Pork,
2:55 a 1:40
....Seliirman..
O.in
.. Peach Sp'gs.... 1
Kingman.. 10:55p 9:40

4:25 a Lv...

:30

EASTWARD
NO. 2 NO. 4

AIbuq....Ar

l

a

a
a
a

sup 4:iua ...The Needles,
Wake
Fenner .:

chance to procure a fine lot of native grown nursery

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin block. Collections

stock cheap.

Having sold the land of my nursery on the Tesuque river I
have on hand a large surplus stock of trees which I will dispose of
cheap.
Many of these trees are of choice stock, large and well formed,
and will come into bearing very soon. Would be especially suitable
for those wishing a small number of trees.
These trees are all fully acclimated which is a great advanta ge.
Will supply any trees not on hand from any of the leading nurseries
such as Pike County Sarcoxie and others, at 10 per cent above wholesale cost and freight charges.
Place your orders now so as to have your trees ready for spring
planting.

a
p
p
p
p

.ln

15 p 6:30 a
.00 p 6:55 a
20 p 9:00 a

A

"WEDBLES,

r.

p

p

o:iup

6:50 p 5:50 p
9:25 p 5:23 a

WHIiSAU

us i

a
Bagdad.. .
:ajp
2:00 p 2:35 a
Daecet...,
3oal2:55p
:00 a 2:10 p Ar...Barstow ..Lvi l:40pl2:15 a
9:30 a
Mohave
ti:UOp
Arrive Los Angeles 7:50 a. m. 6: 30 p. m
Leave Los Angeles at 7:00 a. m 5:15 p. m.
Arrive San Diego 12:50 p. m. 9:20 p. m.
Leave San Diego at 2:10 p. m. 2:10 p. m.
Arrive San Francisco 9:15 a. m. Leave at
3:30 p. m.

CONNECTIONS.

Office and

Oanta

A., T. & S. F. Railway
ALBUQUERQUE
for all points east and south.

IS

DKALEB

lions.

F,

New Mexico

?

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office,
Catron block.

tjitaipv t. WAT,nn
Attorney at Law. Will praotice in the
several courts of the territory. Prompt
attention given to all business intrusted
T. F. CONWAY,
Attorney and Connselor at Law, Silver
City, Now Mexioo.
Prompt attention
given to all business intrusted to his oare.
Practice in all the courts in the territory.

P. & A. Railway for Prescott.

BLAKE Nevada Southern Railway for
Purdy and connection with stage lines for
mining districts north.
BARSTOW Southern California Railway
for Los Angeles, San Dieao and other California points.

MOJAVE Southern Pacific Company for
San Francisco, Sacramento
and other
Northern California points.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
So change is made by sleeping car passengers between San Frnncieco and Kansas
3ity, or San Diego and Los Angeles and
Chicago.

The Atlantic & Pacific Railroad, the
great middle route across the American continent, in connection with the railways of
the "Santa Fe route." Liberal management;
superior facilities; picturesque scenery;
excellent accommodations.

The Grand Canon of the Colorado
the most sublime of nature's work on earth,
indescribable, can easily be reached via
Flagstaff, Williams or Peach Springs on this
road. To the natural bridge of Arizona and
Montezuma's well yon can journey most directly by this line. Observe the ancient Indian civilization of Laguna or Acoma, "the
City of the Sky." Visit the petrified forest
near Carrizo. See and marvel at the freak
of Canon Diablo. Take a hunting trip in
the magnificent pine forests of the San
Francisco mountains. Find interest in the
ruins of the

Cave and Cliff Dwellers.
View the longest cantilever bridge in America across the Colorado river,
r. R. Gabel, General Snpt.
W. A. Bissexl, Gen. Pass. Agt
H. S. Vaw Slyok,
Gen. Agt., Albuquerque, X. If.

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Pedro Perea,
T. B. Catron,
R. 1. Palen,

President
Vice President
Cashier

Albuquerque Foundry & Machine Comp'y
R. P. Hall, Secretary and Treasurer.

REPAIRS

ON

MINING

AND

Albuquerque.

MILL
-:- -

MACHINERY

DK. N. C. FENTON.
Veterinary Surgeon.
Lamy bnilding, lower Palace avenue,
Santa Fe, N. M.

New Mexico,

GTS.
In Postage,

wo v.IH send
Sample Envelope; of cither
. WHITE, JXESH or BIUjTVETI'E
rc

lOZZONl'S
ETOVDER.
You have seon it advertised for many
years, but have you ever tried it? If
not, you do not know what an Ideal

btrand Canon of Colorado River.
the Santa Fe route, in northern
Arizona, 1,262 miles from Kansas City, is
the town of Flagstaff. A
stage
line runs from Flagstaff to the Grand
Canon of the Colorado river. More than
a mile in depth, this is the sublimest of
Twenty
gorges a Titan of chasms.
Yosemites might be hidden unseen below,
and Niagara would look scarcely larger
)han a brook.
Don't fail to visit this first wonder of
the world. Yon can "read up" about it by
RBkiing G. T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A., A.
T. & S. F. R. R. Co., Topeka, Kas., to mail
you a free copy of an illustrated book
describing this terra incognita. The book
1b no common
affair; but is entertainingly
written, beautifully illustrated and a gem
of the printer's art.

POZZONI'S
besides being an acknowledged bfmutlflor,
baa many ref reshing uses. It prevents

etc. t i n fact i t is a most de ten te and des t rn bio
protection to tho face during bot weuther.
Is Sold Everywhere.
For sample, address ,
I J. A. POZZONI CO. St. Louis, Mo.1

It

MENTION

THIS

PAPEH.

On

It ed need Kates

A

N. M.

Complexion Powder in.

Invites you to visit her now. Round trip
tickets on sale daily to Los Angeles and
San Diego $56.90, to San Francisco $60.
Tickets good to return July 15; tickets to
above points at rates named, allow stop
over, but carry no coupons of admission
H. L. Lciz, Agent.
to the fair.
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. P. A.

On account

of the California
international exposition. The Santa Fe
route has plaoed on sale round trip tickets to San Franoisoo at $51.10, including
five admission couponstothe fair. TickSPECIALTY. ets limited thirty days from date of sale.
Continuous passage in each direotion, for
full particulars call at city offide.
n, Jj. iiUTZ, Agent.
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. P, A.

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS, OKE, COAL AND LUMBER CARS,
PULLETS, ORATES, BARS, KABUIT METALS, COLUMN
AND IRON FRONTS FOR BUILDINGS.

Santa Fe,

A

California

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

f

Plans and specifications furnished
Correspondence so

on application.

and Moxican land grant

Booms in Kahn Block, over Spitz'
Jewelry Store. Office Hours 9 to IS
a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Skilled Mechanics

CATRON & SPIESS.
Attorneys at law and solicitors in chancery Santa Fe, N. M. Practice in all the
conrts of the territory. Offices in Catron
Block.

fe

SELIGMAN

Modern Met&ods,

lioited.

DENTIST.

ASH FORK Santa Fe, Prescott Phoenix
railway for Fort Whipple and Prescott
and connection with stage lines for points
in Central Arizona.

Close Figurine,

E. A. FISKE,
Attorney and counselor at law, P. O. Box
"F," Santa Fe, N. M., praotices in supreme and all distriot courts of New Mexico. Special attention given to mining

and Spanish
litigation. '

Warehouse Lower 'Frisco St.

and

searching titles a specialty.

Mid-wint-

Why Take the Wabash

For ST. LOUIS f
Because it is the shortest line; the best
equipped line; runs free chair cars, Buffet
Pullmans and gives you ample time in
Kansas City for supper.
For TOLEDO OR DETROIT
Because it is the shortest line; avoids
transfer across the city in case you are
going further east, and makes close connections with all trunk lines.
For NEW YORK or BOSTON f
Because it has solid through service
from both Chicago and St. Louis, Tia
NIAGARA FALLS; gives forty minutes'
stop at the falls at seasonable time in the
morning.
FOR ALL OTHER EASTERN POINTSf
Because its service, is unformly good
and yon can make no mistake in asking
for tickets VIA THE WABASH.
C. M. Hahpbon, Com'l Agent,
1224 17th St., Denver, Colo.

3P2EOO

PER
ACRE.
Cod

THE FRUIT BELTOF NEW

Haa the finest tyttem of Irrigating Canal, on the Continent; over 80,000 acre, of choice Panning and Pruit Lands; water enough to irrigate half a million tore
Schools, Churches, Bailway and Telegraph facilities; good society.

;

GVBEM

a climate equal in

OTery

PER
ACRE.

raipeot and superior In tome respeota, to that of Southern California

Lands for Sale at $25 an Acre, on 10 Years Time with Interest at 6 Per Cent.
This price Including perpetual water right Ho Drouths, bo Fogs, no Cyclones, ae Bail Stom
M Snakes, bo Sunstrokes.
So4 lot Baps and illustrated pamphlets, giving full particulars.

igfiiijte&afeav hi

Mgr.

Santa Fe Lager Beer.

Packard Shoes.

-

&

BBEWEBB AND BOTTLERS OF

Boots. SIhoes &
Sole Agent for

Henby B. Schneideb, Secretary

OOIIFBIED SOBOBEB, Pre9.

Finding
Leather
the

In effect Sunday, November 27,

WW

STYLES?

--

Division.)

VH

'IF

DEALERS who push the sale of W. L. Douglas Shoes gain customers,

J, e. SCHUHMIPL
(Western

ervioeaoi3.LSusc
iiungauu
in the world. All (Styles.
Insist upon having W. Ii
ami iriee stamped on
uot torn, lirocictou

2aiaBa&,

Willi: BFer&o

1HK

6
ITT- -

All kinds of Rough and Finished Lumber; Texas Flooring at
Windows and Doors. Also carry on a
general Transfer Business and deal in Hay and Grain.

RAILROAD.

Shoes

LADIES'

RALPH HALLORAEJ,
HARD COAL

$2 &$l.?5 School

Boys

the Lowest Market Price;

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

price

and
$3.50 Dress Shoe.
tuhUtin work, costing lrom $o to
3 Soles.
Police
Shoe,
It est Walking Shoe
ever iniulc.
and $2 Shoes,
60,
Unequalled at the price.

es

Hypo-phosphit-

Prepared lw f?eott

0

3. WELTMER.

h.s

g--$l

cod-live-

once

H. Outbwaite, the brainy
Hon. Joeei-Democratic member of congress from
Ohio, strikes the nail on the head in talking of the Coxey army of tramps now
marching through the country. He says:
"If from 10,000 to 50,000 men can intimidate congress to do one thing, then another 10,000 or 50,000 can intimidate it to
do another thing. The result would be
anarchy. The time is rife for thoughtful
men of all parties and vocations, who
love order, who would preserve order first
and do justice afterward, to vote only for
such men as are known to be working
along these lines."

Tho Best Shoes for

no Floods, bo Blioards, bo Thunder Storms, no Hot Winds, bo Northers, bo Winter Bains, no Grasshoppers, oo XaUutUao Spldemio Diseases no Prairie Urea,
,

PECOS IRRIGATION AND inPROVEtlENT COMPANY, EDDY, NEW HEXIC0.

To California
Mrs. Nimble I've had such a delightVia thrt Knnt.t Fe route, the ercatCGt rail
ful afternoon making calls.
You can take a PullMr. Nimble Found every one at homei road in the world.
man car and go to San Francisco, Los
eh?
Angeles or San Diego without change.
Mrs. Nimble You Beem to have No other line can give you this accommomisunderstood me. I said a pleasant dation. For 'excursion rates and other
information call at city ticket ollice.
afternoon.
H. S. Ltjtz, Agent.
or
Mexico.
City
A Wise Conclusion.
Round trip tickets to tho City of Mex
West Corinth, Maine. I doctored for
on
ico
sale
every day in the year at $60.-7years for billiouBness but nothing ever
Tickets good six months from date
helped me like Simmons Liver Regulator, of sale. Reduced rates to all other princi
I shall take nothing else hereafter. N. pal points in Mexico. H. L. Ldtz, Agent.
UEO. T. JMIOHOLSON,
J. r. A.
M. Oakman. Your druggist sells it in
powder or liquid. The powder to be
HE HAD A GOOD HORDE.
taken dry or made into a tea.
And They Hated to See His TalenU
ITasted.
Visitor How did Nettie get the measAt a recent Monday gathering of Methodles?
divines, one of the gentlemen of the
Small brother Oh, she'd saved up ist
cloth narrated a pretty good story of an
I
coupons, 'spose.
itinerant clergyman in the southwest and
his experiences in a hamlet given over to
the passion of running horses.
Notice for Publication.
"ltisnotmany years ago," said the speakHomestead No. 4246.
er, "that a clergyman, well mounted, rode
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. )
tip one afternoon to a small hotel in a little
March 14, 1894. )
town in Western Tennessee and dismounted. As he threw the reins to the stable
Notice is hereby given that the following-ninstructions
amed
settler has filed notice of his boy and gave some particular
for the cave of his horse, he noticed a half
intention to make final proof in support
of his claim, and that said proof will be dozen or so men gazing admiringly at the
made before the register and receiver at animal.
"Entering the hotel, the brother wrote his
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 16, 1894, viz:
name in the register without prefixing the
e
8W
aDd
for
the
M
Roibal,
Meregildo
abbreviation 'Rev.' Then he went to the
lots 6 and 7, tp. 16 n, r. 13 e.
busily engaged in reHe names the following witnesses to washroom, and was
the signs of travel when a teamster
prove his continuous residenoe upon, and moving
rushed in and said:
cultivation of, said land, viz:
" 'By the way, Mr. Blank, will you let
Pedro Maes, Atanasio Roibal. Lorenzo
a short track right
Rivera and Bacilio Maes, all of Pecos. N. your horse run? There's
back here a piece, and the money's up.'
M.
James H. Walkeb,
in the face of
shook
With these words he
Register. the astonished clergy man a number of bank

GEMS IN VERSE.
Among the Martyrs.

km

betts

vjaf

AND

Strength in his soul was not wanting, though
strength of frame was small;
With not a fear or murmur be answered the
upward call.

BETTS

The thirst for worldly honors made no laggards of his feet,
Through clouds that in the future hung the
call had sounded sweet.

ALL

FORM3

OF

NERVOUS, GHRQNIG

Enroll him amonn the martyrs whoso patient
feet havo trod,
Over stormy paths and weary, the road that
loads to God!

and

PRIVATE

that he lay his burden gladly
down,
And went to gain his promised rest, his mansion and his crown.

So weary was he

A warrior in life's struggle and a hero in the
field,
Whose heart was full of mercy, and whose
voice could comfort yield.
His feet will never tread again the weary path
they trod;
Enroll him among the martyrs now gone to be
with Godl
Boston Transcript.

win
SYPHILIS,
GONORRHOEA,
CLEET, PILES, STRICTURE,
HYDROCELE,
VARICOCELE,
SEXUAL DISEASES, and
All Delicate or Private Maladies.
Send i Cts. for their new
o
boob
130-pag-

CONSULTATION

FREE.
Call upon, er address with stamp,

DBS. BETTS & BETTS,
G29 Seventeenth Street, corner Curtis,

DENVER,

COLO.

M

The Daily

SHOOTING STARS.
Did you ever see- such remarkable
weather for April?
What's wrong with it?
There's been only rive varieties this
whole day.
Western Tourist I want a room with a
plensnnt outlook.
Clerk Here, boy, take this gentleman
to the room that overlooks the back
doors of the eight saloons.
A

Sad

I'irtni-e-

The Society Reporter.
He writes familiarly about
Tho fairy fete, the radiant rout,
And ladies' luncheons, blue or pink,
Color his ever flowing ink.
You'd think no function of the swim
Could bo successful without him,
Although perhaps his glowing lines
Wore writ in the cellar where he dines.
The houses of the millionaires
Ho knows from roof to cellar stairs.
To read his screeds 'twould seem that he
Dropped often in familiarly
'.
To lunch or dine; yet, sooth to say,
'
He's only crossed the area way
To interview tho butler or
t
A kitchen maid behind the door.
The clubs to him are open books.
He knows their most familiar nooks
And all the great celebrities
Who haunt these palaces of ease.
On etiquette and what to wear
Ho can advise a millionaire,
The while he clothes himself complete
In secondhands from a back street.

Mr. Slamley There is our Robbie
fighting again. That makes the sixth
time
Mrs. Slamley Dear boy! Just think,
he may bo governor of the state some
time.
Helen Doesn't Miss' Danson mako
herself ridiculous over Mr. Jingle?
May What did she do?
"Why, she was so taken up with him
she walked by a soda fountain withoot
even glancing toward it."

Absolute Merit.
plaster has been produced
which gains bo many testimonials of high
value as those continuously accorded to
Alleock's Porous Plasters, and the only
motive for these exceptional commendations is the fact that it is a medicinal
and pharmaceutical preparation of
superior valne. Beware of imitations.
Ask for and insist tlpon Alleock's.
Brandreth's Pills are a good corrective
No other

MammaWhy, Hattie, you have mark
ed all your handkerchiefs with Florence.
How could you make such a mistake?
Hattie It wasn't a mistake, it was
'cause Florence is so much prettier name.

Land Office at Sania Fe, N. M., )
March 14, 1894. J
Notice is hereby given that the follow
ing named settler has filed notice of his
Intention to make final proof in support
of his claim, and that said proof will be
made before the register and receiver, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 16, 1894, viz:
and
Lorenzo Rivera, for the so J ne
lots 1 and 2, tp. 16 n, r. 12 e.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residenoe upon, and
cultivation of, said land, viz:
Pedro Maes, Atanasio Roibal, Meregildo
Roibal and Bacilio Maes, all of Pecos,
N.M.
Jambs H. Walkeb,
Register,

Love Me.

If you love me, tell me not.
Let me read it in your thought;
Let me feel it in the way
That you say me yea and nay.
Lot me see it in vour eye

.

The next time you ure in a melancholy
mood, as yon are almost certain to be if
you become bilious or dyspeptic, picture
to yourself the condition of a poor man
who, without resources and with a family
on his hands, finds himself on a sick bed.
Gloom obsenros his narrow horizon in
every direction. Unable to do any work,
without means, or friends capable of assisting him, with the possible prospect of
continued ill health; with rent, perhaps,
unpaid and unpayable; the outlook for
him is gloomy indeed. How shortsighted,
then, is the man of humble means who
perceiving that his health and strength
are failing takes no precaution to avert
the oncoming evil. Hostetter's Stomach
Bitters is a reliable, professionally recommended restorative of health and
vigor, and a B'ire thing of preventing the
many disabling complaints 'which exposure, overwork, neglect and insufficient
rheumatism,
food produce.
Miliaria,
kidney and liver complaint, dyspepsia
and nervous disease always yield to it.

Homestead No. 4258.
,'

As necromancers of the east;
Can conjure (so I've heard at least)
j
J
Within a drop of ink strange sights
And wondrous visions of delights,
So in ills pot of ink he sees
Tho golden world of luxuries.
And for the time may e'en forget
His hall room rent's not paid for yet.
New York Journalist.

If You

When you greet or pass me by;
Let me hear it in the tono
Meant for me, and me alone.

Notice for Publication.
Homestead No 4050.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., )
March 26, 1894.)
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice of his
intention to make final proof in support
of his claim, and that said proof will be
made by the register and receiver of Santa
Fe, N. M., on April 30, 1894, viz: Benigno
sec. 17, tp. 19 n, r
Quintana for the ne

If you love me, there will be

'

3
Something only I Bhall see.
Meet or miss me, stay or go,
lore
I
know.
shall
If you
me,
Something in your tone will tell,
"Dear, I love you; love you well;"
Something in your eyes will shine
Fairer when they look In mine.
In your mien some touch of grace.
Some swift smile jpon your face
While you speak not, will botray
What your lips could scarcely say.
In your speech some silver word,
Tuning into sweet accord
All your bluntness, will reveal,
Unaware, tho love you feel.

6e.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon, and

cultivation of, said land, viz;
David Romero, Pedro Gomez y Ganza-les- ,
Juan N. Gonzales and Antonio
all of Espanola, N. M.
James H. Walkeb,
Register.
Her-rer-

If you love me, then, I pray,
Tell me not, but day by day-Le-t
love silent on me rise.
Like the sun in summer skies.
Luella Clark.

!.

What Was His Creed?
His charity was like tho snow-S- oft,

white and silent in its fall-- Not
like "ho noisy winds that blow
From shivoring trees the leaves a pall
For flower and wood
Drooping below.
"What was his creed?"
The poor may know.

Ho

had faith

In loaves of bread

For hungry people, young and old;
Hope he inspired; kind words he said
To those he sheltered from the cold.
For we should feed
As well as prayv
"What was his creed?"
I cannot say.
In words he did not put his trust;
His faith in words he never writ;
He loved to share his cup and crust
With all mankind who needod it.
In time of need
A friend was he.
"What was his creed?"
He told not me.
He put his trust in heaven, and ho
Worked well with hand and head.
And work ho gave to charity
Sweetened his sleep and daily bread.
Let us take heed.
For life is brief.
"What was his creed?
What his relief?"

notes.
" 'No, sir,' replied the minister, with great

Notice for Publication.

a,

run her, didn't they P'
" 'They did, indeed, but I refused my permission. I am a minister of the gospel.'
" 'Well, now,' said the smith, chuckling
San Francisoo and San Jose, one way
$20; round trip $35.50. To Presoott, at the recollection, that's all right, preach
Arizona, one way, $23; round trip $47. er, but the boys got her out, they did, and
All ticketB require a continous passthey run her anyway, but I say, preacher,
age in both directions and are limited to she beat, she did. She won the money in
return sixty days from date of sale, For as pretty a race as I ever see.'
"Judge," said the speaker, in conclusion,
particulars call at city ticket office.
"of the outraged feelings of our reverend
H. S. Lvtz, Agent.
brother when he learned that his horse had
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. A. P.
been made to race, without his permission,
by the apologetic stranger. Still, there
was one feeling of satisfaction in that it
had won so handily." New York Herald.

'

TIME TABLE.

On the Other Side.
We go our ways in life too much alone;
We hold ourselves too far from all our kind;
Too often we .re dead to sigh and moan;
Too often to the weak and helpless blind;
Too often where distress and want abide
We turn and pass upon the other side.
EAST AND NORTH.!

It should be ours the oil and wine to pour

Into the blooding wounds of stricken ones;
To take the smitten and the sick and sore.
And bear them where a stream of blessing1
runs.
Instead we look about the way Is wide,
And so we pass upon the other side.

At

1

A.YOUNG

GIRL'S

FORTUNE.

AN INTERESTING SKETCH.

rode away.
"A few months following Mr. Blank rode
up to a blacksmith's shop in another portion of the county. After he had
the smithy, who had come forward, said, 'Wasn't you at Cross Roads
village with that mare one day last summer!"
" 'Yes,' replied the clergyman. 'Why do
you ask?'
'"Oh, for nothing. The boys wanted to

Reduced Rates.
To all points in California, including

SANTA FE ROUTE

The other side is trodden smooth, and worn
By footsteps passing idly all tho day.
Where lie the bruised ones that faint and
mourn
Is seldom more than an untrodden way.
Our Bullish hearts are for our feet the guide
They lead us by upon the other side;

dignity. 'Most assuredly not,' and then he
turned away and busied himself with other
affairs. Shortly after this the supper bell
rang, and Mr. Blank, who was strolling upon the plaza, when he turned to enter the
dining room was met by a courteous stranger, who, addressing him politely, said:
" 'I hope, sir, you will allow your mare
to run. As soon as you rode up this afternoon I offered to bet $200 that she would
cut down anything here, and the money is
up. I am a judge of horses, and yours is a
pretty piece of flesh. If you let her run,
I'm sure she'll win.'
" 'Do you think, sir,' replied Mr. Blank,
'that it is compatible with my calling to
sanction horse racesP Let me inform you,
sir, that I am a Methodist minister.'
"The man was too much surprised to reply, and the minister went to his meal.
Later in the evening the stranger came to
him, and getting him one side remarked:
'You must excuse me, sir, but I must apologize. I assure you I was unaware of your
calling and beg your pardon. Nothing
could induce me to knowingly insult a clergyman.'
" 'I am certain,' replied the reverend gentleman, 'that no insult was intended, and
therefore no pardon is to be granted.'
After that the two spent a pleasant hour in
conversation, and the following afternoon
the minister, having completed his errand,
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SOUTH AND WEST.
lives in all.
Buffalo News.

Nothing appeals so strongly to a mother's
Bisection as her daughter just budding Into
womanhood. Following is an instance : "Our
daughter, Blanche, now 15 years of age, had
been terribly attlictcd with nervousness, and
had lost the eutire use of her right aim. She
When we are gone.
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day)
Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine Is sold by all
druKglstson a posltlvo guarantee, or sent direct the polls close?
Miles
Medical
Dr.
the
on
Co.,
Elkhart,
Ind.,
l,y
Eleotion .Manager There's no tellin':
lecetptof price, 01 per Isbottle, six bottles lor 5,
City tioket office, First National bank
express prepaid. It
positively free from old Bill Jones is jes' got here; he is a
or
dangerous drugs.
building.
opiates
voter front way back, an' he's jes' jerked
H. S. LVTZ, Agent
Bold by all druggists.
O. T. NICHOLSON, O. P. & T. A.
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A Dead Bee.
Silent In a lily tent,
Dead, the bandit lies,
Over him the white leaves bent,
Shutting out the skies.
Clad in all his shining gold,
When the soft wind blows
You may see him here the bold
Robber of the rose.

IE

Etrange the fate that brought him here
Thus to die amid
dear
All the honey-plundIn this lily hid!

tlountains

Yet how Just it seems that he,
Folded in this bloom.
Sleeps In death a honeybee
Within a honey tomb!
Frank Dempster Sherman.

i

He So you were never in love?
She No; but I've been engaged to lots of
men who were. Life.

Culture and Cooking.
Husband What stuff this pudding is!
Where did you get the recipe?
Cultured Wife (calmly) When speaking
of directions for preparing foods, you should
say receipt. When referring to medical
prescriptions, you may, if you" choose, use
the term recipe, from the Latin recipere
Husband I used the word correctly. This
pudding is a dose. New York Weekly.
Necessary Adjuncts.
Mrs. Nuwife What would you suggest
that we have for dinner, lovey, besides that
pie I'm going to make?
A
Mr. Nuwife (saddened by experience)
kit of miner's tools. Chicago Record.

For the Time Being.
"There is a period in a woman's life when
she thinks of nothing but dress."
"What period is that?"
"From the cradle to the grave." Puck.
No Accounting For Tastes.
Algy Seems to me this cigar has (puff,
puff) a metallic taste.
Archie Likely enough. It looks like a
nickel cigar. Chicago Inter Ooean.

of Mineral,

Fruitful Orchards and Other Resources.

AT THE GATEWAY OF THE NATIONAL

The Farmer's Resolve.
I seen an advertisement in a city magazine
Of some new patent medicine they called it

Statistical Information for Tourist,
valid and Health Seeker.

Tiredine
An said a quart ten doses was the surest kind
o' cure
For them whose inclinations for to work was
ruther poor.
It seems to me that that's the stuff for me to
go an buy
For that young son o' mine to take an sort o'
make him spry.
He needs a thurer bracln np when baytime
comes around,
Ulthouijh when fish is runnin good he's pretty
slick an Bound.

Snnla Pe, the cily of the Holy Faith of
St. Francis, is situated on the site of an
ancient Indian Pueblo called
It is probably the oldest civilized community in the United States and the most
ancient of American capitals. The Spanish
town was founded in 1G05. Authorities
I dunno why it is that boy kin take a heavy gun disagree as to whether this city or San
An walk from ten to twenty miles an think
Fla., were first founded. Santa
he's havin fun.
But when there's suthin for to do that's in the Fe wns first visited by American traders
plowin lino
in 1801, and from that time dated a
He doesn't even seem to have the symptoms of
wonderful era of prosperity. The thrilla spine.
old Santa Fe trail,
He'll take in all the picnics, an ho'll work like ing incidents of the
all possessed
starting from Wostport, Mo., gave it a
At ptishin scups for country girls, but never world wide fame.
has no chest
When 't comes to tossin up the hay or gntherin
in wobld'b only sanitabiuv.
in the wheat
Prof. Mark Harrington, chief of the TJ.
The very idea of that seems to knock him off
S. weather bureau, says: "Santa Fe is in
- his feet.
An sol think I'll go to town an sample that tho driest habitable part of the United
there stull
States. This region is extensive, and
An mebbo buy a lot for Tom one bottle ain't
changes in form from season to season,
enough.
Ten doses may suffice to put an average man but Santa Fe is always in it."
It is situated in a charming nook of the
in trim;
Santa Fe range, and its climate is domiBut, Tom I think I'll haftcr get a dozen quarts
nated by the iulluonce of mountain peaks
for him.
Harper's Bazar.
that tower uonrly 14,000 feet high. Together with this it lios at an altitude of
The Tricks of Time.
7,015 feet, and latitude, about the 36th
When I go to get on a horse, I see
degreo north, that gives it a pecnliar adI ain't so young as I used to be.
vantage as a uanitarium. The elevation
I can't vault into tho saddle quite
iempcrs the summer heats, which naturalAs easy as one that is spi yer might.
ly should be about that of Memphis,
I'm as sliff as one that has rhcumaliz;
ieun., or Bakersiield, Cl., and its south-si- n
This is the trick of old Time- -it Is!
situation reduces the rigors of winter,
When I look into the glass, I see
Is nn illustration, during the winter of
I ain't so young as I used to be.
1892, the daily public concerts in the
For at my eyes there ore lines that meet.
were only stopped three times by
By some I have heard 'em called "crow feet." plaza
weather, and last winter the omissions did
But how did I get 'em? I'll bet a dime
not exceed half a dozen.
It's another of them old tricks of Time.
The altitude compels the longs to work,
When I try to read in a book, I see
tnd no one in Santa Fe can be accused of
I ain't so young as I used to be.
being "too lazy to breathe," as a great
If I want to know what it's all about,
physician expressed it. The rare, ozon- I vow, 1 must take my glasses out!
in
ated
this
air permeates every cell of the lungs,
me
I'm
amazes
fix,
that
It
But Time is a "terror for playing us tricks."
and thus prevents hemorrhage.
Drs.
Symington aud Harrouu, who have pracWhen I go to brush my pate, I see
ticed in Santa Fe for over twenty years,
I ain't so young as I used to be.
I declare, it makes me feel appalled
report that they have only found two
To And that I'm getting very bald!
jasea among the native people of conwant
with sumption.
Now, what did the trickster Time
The hair of a fellow like old John Smith?
NORMAL
TEMP1IHATUEE.
There's a heap of things that mako nio see
The U. S. weather observation office
I ain't so young as I used to be.
Has been stationed here for twenty years,
But after awhilo I'll bit by bit
Ind the following statistical data tells
Get to be sorter resigned to it.
Anyhow, 'tain't no use to bawl-Ti- me
oetter than words how even and mild is
plays the same old tricks on all!
the climate of Santa Fe. Taking the
-- Susie M. Best.
rammer heat and tho winter cold the folThe Source of Song.
lowing tables show a most equable and
Too much wo poets slug of love, you say;
lolightful temperature:
You bid us pitch our songs in higher key.
Wo look, we listen with our souls aud pray
To learn if such there be.

PARI.

The World's Cuicfest Sanitarium

.

Then we must close our eyes
And ears to every sweetest sight and sound;
For love hath many witnesses that rise,
E'en from tho very ground.
Upon the apple's clioek the blushes glow,
Brought thither by tho kiss of wind and sun.
Tho sea calls to the little streams, and lo!
Thoy answer every one.
With sweetest music from the boughs above,
The happy mated birds the whole day long
Give me a glad assurance that 'tis love
That fills the world with song.
Not sing of love, when over all below
It reigns from morn till night, from night
till morn?
Atom loved atom ages gone, and so
The worlds were born.

TSAK.

ANNUAL

If BAN.

YBAB.

ANNUAL

MSA14.

Not sing of love?

The Solution of It.
They had been engaged only 15 years,
but it seemed a long time to her, and she
was growing restless.'
"Darling," she said in gentlest accents, Not sing of that strange power that thrills the
"our betrothal has been very sweet, has it
heart
not?"
To wildest rapture, makes it strong and glad?
"It has, it has, indeed my own."
That sometimes in a life's all too heavy part
"But it has been very long, don't you
Keeps men from going mad.
think?"
You speak in vain. No power 'gainst this can
"Yes, it has been pretty middlin long,"
niovo,
he rejoined.
As long as earth by mortal feet is trod.
"I was thinking, dearest," she continued, And this it truest truth who sings of love
Will sing of God.
playing with his watch and casting down
her eyes, "that our betrothal is nearly old And never a
song, however great or true,
enough to go out and work for its living.
So well the poet's heritage can prove.
Couldn't we have it learn a trade, or get it As the heart's simple song, so old, so new.
a clerkship, or put it out at interest, or do
The song of love.
Carlotta Perry.
something with it so that we might realize
something on it? It has been hanging about
lie Thorough.
home so long, burning gas and coal, and
now it is nearly grown. It seems like a In lawful pursuits, whatever you do
Building a mansion or mending a shoe-- Be
shame to have it doing nothing so long."
honestly earnest in all of your work,
"But, my love"
Never
plain duty to shirk.
"And just think," she interrupted, "in Whetherattempting
delve or burrow,
six years more it will have a vote. I don't Do each you climb, dig,
thing completely; always bo thorough.
care so much about myself (raising her eyes), Slipshod expedients avoid as a snare;
but pa and ma are kicking like bay steers." Perform every task with painstaking care.
"What would you suggest?"
Negligent methods won't bear the world's test;
Give it, unstinting, always your best.
"We might get married."
Whether you labor with head or with hand"That's so. I never thought of that."
writing a book or tilling the land-- Do
They are going to. Texas Siftings.
everything woll; as well as you can.
The Next Thing.
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The annual monthly values will show
the distribution of temperature through

the year.
MONTH.

January
February
March
April
Way

June

UEAN.

'UOXTH.
88.3
31.7
39.1
43.5
5H.0
65.4
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63.0
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59.0
49.1
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40.2

There is no other locality, even the
boasted olimate of southern France, that
can show such a stable and equable
range of heat and cold. The health seeker need fear no sudden changes. A little
attention to clothing and be can bid colds
and inflammations defiance. In cases of
death from tuborcular disease the New
Mexico rate is only 3 in 1,000.
This is the lowest known record, and it
must be remembered that the local contingent of consumptives is daily augmented by the immigration of those who
seek respite from that dreaded scourge.
The record of deaths at Santa Fe is
mnoh lower than the territorial average.
In New England the consumptive death
rate is 25 out of every 1,000 of the community; in Minnesota it is 11, and
throughout the southern states six per
1,000. This city enjoys the spring climate of northern Illinois and Indiana;
the summer climate of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota, and the winter
No more is expected by God or by man.
temperature of southern Illinois, Indiana
No less will sumce for your own self respect
and Tennessee. This, however, is only as
Or save you from sting of willful neglect.
shown by the thermometer.
The dry
The purest of pleasure can only be found
tonio air of the mountain altitude fills one
In virtuous effort, healthful and sound.
with vivacity and health, and so strong is
This truest of maxims cherish and nurse
the influence of the ozone and electricity
"Work is a blessing, and ease but a curse."
the norves and system that acclimation
on
W. Thomson.
is wonderfully rapid, This of itself is a
The Land of Itest.
great boon. Cases are on record of inHere lies an old woman who always was tired. crease in the chest measure of immiFor she lived in a house whero help was not grants here of from four to seven inches.
hired.
NATUBAL
ATTBACTIOSS.
Her last words on earth were: "Dear friends, I
am going
Besides this Santa Fe lies in a most
Where nothing ain't done, nor churning, nor
pictnresque valley. It is at the entrance
sewing.
And everything there will be just to my wishes, of a splendid canon, abounding in natural
For where they don't eat there's no washing of cariosities. It is also the gate-wa- y
of the
dishes!
I'll be whore loved anthems will always be ring- I'ecos Nntioual park, where fish and game
ing,
abound. Within easy riding or driving
But having no voice I'll get rid of the singing.
Don't mourn for me now, and don't mourn f or distances there are over forty places of
of historic interest. Among
me never,
For I'm going to do nothing forever and ever!" which may be mentioned the old adobe palNewburyport Herald.
ace, first erected shortly after IfiOo, from
which the Spanish viceroys ruled this
Perseverance.
great province. The present structure
and
reached
men
The heights by great
kept
dates from about 1716; but it is full of
Were not attained by sudden flight,
interest, as every room is consecrated by
But they, while their companions slept.
ihe nmiiory of thrilling events. In this
in
the
Were tolling upward
night.
building Uen. Lew Wallace wrote his
Longfellow.
famous Men Hur.
The clmpeVof San Miguel, was burit in
Martyrdom.
16.10 aud r till stands.
By its side is th
To be a martyr, one need not be hanged.
nhlext house in the United Stales. The
Or be beheaded by one sudden stroke.
walls of the old cathedral date from 1622,
Rather he must live out his weary life.
Walter Malone.
but the rest of the structure is of more
modern date. Within convenient distances are the Indian pueblos of Tesnqns
and Nambe; in a side canon of the Santa
Fe are the delightful Aztec springs, while
about nine miles np the main water
THE NEW MEXICAN.
course is Monument rook. The road
thither is one of surpassing loveliness.
and Spanish To the south of town is Agua Fria, and
Daily, English Weekly
....
V.
.1 MM
Ml
T
fx
w eojuy vuiuuiiv, wit wo iuuuu vu the famous turquoise mines pronounced
ale at the following news depots, by Tiffany the finest in the world; and
o
where subscriptions may aiso oe beyond the Rio Orande are the San
Pueblo and the curious cliff dwelmade:
J. H. Oerdes, Cerrillos.
lings.
Other points of interest to the tourists
8. E. Newcomer, Albuquerque.
B. T. Link, Silver City.
tire: The Historinl society's rooms; the
3. B. Hodgen. Deming.
"Oarita," the military quarters, chapel
lad oemsteif ol Oar Ladj ef the Bosarj
0. 0. Killer, Hillsborough
Ilde-fons-

In-

the church museum at the now cathedral,
the archbishop's garden, church of Oar
Lady of Guadalupe with its rare aid
works of art, the soldiers' monument
monument to the Tioneer
Kit Carson, erected by the G. A. It. of
New Mexico; St. Vincent's hospital,
conducted by the Sisters of Charity, and
the Orphans' industrial school; the Indian training school; Loretto academy
and chapel of Our Lady of Light; the
Hamona Indian school, St. Catharine's
Indian school.
It will therefore be seen that while
Santa Fe possesses the delightful climatt
of a sanitarium, she is not devoid of interest. The health seeker should nevet
go to a dull place. Ennui and listless-ne?are the handmaidens of disease.
Here is interest for the studious historthe
ian,
gay sportsman or the more sightseer. If you have energy enough to move
around you can not be dull amid suoh
surroundings.
Path-Finde- r,

NATUBAL

BEAUTY.

Even the inveter.itely lazy can enjoy
life here also if they have money. To the
east Old Buldy lifts a snowy dome in
winter, and his steeply eloping forested
sides in summer rival his winter beauty.
In the winter the full moon nt night and
the snn by day turn his crest into a
diadem of brilliants.
To the west the
Jcmez and Vnlle mountains, scarcely les
grand thnn the Santa Fe range reflect the
sunsets in a hundred glorious tones, while
their purple bases lend nn ideul background for all this splendor.
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.

Among the more important publio institutions located here, in spacious and
attractive modern buildings, are the U.
S. court and federal office building, the
territorial capitol, St Vincent's sanitarium, territorial penitentiary, New Mex
ioo orphan's training school, St. Vincent's
charity hospital, U. S. government Indian

school, Rumona memorial institute for
Indian girls, St. Catherine Indian boys
training school, Fort Marcy barracks, St,
Michael's college, Loretto academy, Presbyterian home missions industrial school
for girls, New Mexico deaf aud dumb institute, New West academy, Catholio
cathedral and four parish churches, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Methodist and Congregational churches, the governor's
palace, the archepiscopal residence ol
Archbishop J. B.Snlpointeand Archbishoj
P. L. Chapelle and many others, iuclmling
s
hotel accommodation::, and
several sanitary institutions for the benefit of heul
The U. S. court of private lm.il claims,
is in session here throughout most of the
year, and thenrgnmeuls therein, involving
as they do points of historical and nrch- 83ological interest, ore instructive, uit
only to the lawyer but to the layman.
first-clas-

EESOUUCES.

Santa Fe county has ait irea of 1,4.98,000
acres and a population of about 17,000.
The city itself contains over 10,000 actua
residents. The valley soils are especially
adapted to fruit raising, and the product
is of the finest flavor and appearances.
Peaches sweet as a nectarine, plums and
apricots, largo and luscious, apples, pears,
berries and all tho hardy fruits flourish in
abundance, usually commanding a better
and more remunerative innrket than even
the Cnlifornio fruits. The cloudless, sunny days bring out all their fruity aud
saccharine qualities.
Large mineral deposits, including gold,
silver, precious stones, principally the
turquoise and gn'nets nearly as fine as rubies, and topaz, also; both bituminousand
anthracite coal are found in giaut veins.
The two kinds sometimes run in pnrallel
veins in the same mine. In addition to
this "natural coke" is found.
PBOSrECTIVK

BESOUBCE9.

The Chicago Municipal &. Investment
company has completed a magnificent
water works system just east of town,
water nndar 110 pounds pressure.
All the modern improvements in the way of
aereation, etc, are provided. In addition
thereto preliminary work is now being
conducted on reservoirs and canals that
will irrigate over 100,000 acres of splendid land in and around the city. These
will undoubtedly be completed within two
years, as every effort Is being made to
hurry their construction.

ini

WATEBS

Of

SANTA

TM.

Dr. J. F. Danter, vice president of the
American Health Sesort association, saysi
"It is worth traveling miles to drink of
such waters as flow through this deep cnt
in the mountains and supply the city of
Santa Fe for domestic purposes and for
irrigation of the fruit farms. The water
is absolutely pure, oold and fresh from
the melting snows above, or trickling
from springs in the mountain side. It is
free from all lime, alkali or other ingredients so very injurious to the consumptive patient. Such water is a great booa
anywhere and at any time, but here, where
other features of sunshine and, cure air
combine to produce an ideal climate, is
is of special valne."
TBI MILITSBT

POST,

Ft. Marcy, at Santa, Fe is the oldest
established military station on Amstican
soil. The Spaniards ooenpid it as such
in 1603. Old Fort Marcy was bnilt ky
Qen. Kearney in 1816; and the present
site was occupied in 1850; the post is
garrisoned by headquarters, the baud
and two companies of the 10th U. S. infantry tinder command of Col. E. P.
Pearson; its location here adds greatly te
Santa Fe's attractions socially and commercially. The military band stationes
here is one of the best ip the army and
renders delightful musio daily iu the
pablio plaza for the pleasure of citizens.
MITEBOLOOIOAL

DATA.

The following is taken from the records
of the TJ. 8. weather office of Santa Fe fat
1802s
481
Average temperature
43.0
Avernge relative humidity
Averatre velocity of wind, miles per hour. VIA
n.w
joiai rainrau
Number of cloudless days..

I.

91
mimnerox rniruays....... .
Number of oloudy
days
From January 1, 1893, to Angnst li,
1898, the following is the record:
Number of elonlees days
IfS
Number of fair or partly cloudy..... ...... M
Number of eloudy days.
if

These records speak for themselves.
a dry, snnny, ss.!o
brions olimate can ds a etteitaaaeoa)
te Santa
, .,. ..
Anyone In search of

t

THE GOLD

Hm Mexican

The Daily

,

The Principal'' Great Mines at Cocliiti
Not On Any Grant Hays Sur-

APRIL 11.

WEDNESDAY.

ROUND-UP-

veyor Strover.

Notice is hereby given that orders given
by employes upon the New Mexisan
Printing Co., will not be honored unless Free Gold at Gran Quivira Creates a
previously endorsed by the business
Stampede Californians Going
mmager.

to Amizett.

e

.Notii--

Requests for back numbers of the New
Mexican, must state date wanted, or they
sill receive no attention.

There has been some question raised
as to the correctness of the map of the Co
chiti district whioh Capt. Strover prepared
METEROLOG1CAL.
some weeks ago, particularly with referU. S. Department ok Aokicit.tl-heence to the location of the north boundohskkver
HUKEAUOVFll'K
of
Weatueh
Sunto Fe, April 10. 1394.
ary line of the alleged Canada de Cocliiti
grant. Capt. Strover is draughtsman in the
1 z
surveyor general's office, has had access
e2
to all the official records in making up
3
his map, and in doing the work he took
5 1
special pains to locate the grant lines, realizing how important it is that there
Clear
SI :w
i :00 a. m
should be no possible question as to their
Clear
8 :U0 p. hi
a 2i
Yet many who claim to be
tili correctness.
Maximum Temperature
X
familiar with the topography of the counMiiiimiini Temperature
0.(10
Total 1'recipltution
and the boundary lines of the alleged
Observer, try
H. B. Hkksey.
grant as surveyed, contended that his
map was wrong in that it showed the
northern boundary of the Canada de
Cochiti grant to be several miles
sur"As old as further south than the actual
vey makes it and it was also contended
tlie hills" and
that tho streams and canons, which cut
neves excellthe ore ledges, bear more directly west
ed. "Tried
ward and run lengthwise ot tne grant
claim. Calculating thus, it was contended
and proven"
that the great mines were "right in the
is the verdict
center of the grant."
o f millions.
Now, however, comes good news to tne
effect that the original map, .with a lew
minor exceptions, Buch as the length and
Liver Kegu-lattrend of some of the canons, is all right,
is the
of thegreat mines
and shows
Liver
thus far opened in Cochiti district to be
entirely outsido the north boundary iine
and Kidney
of the alleged grant. Capt. Strover has
medicine to
just spent a week in going over the
which
ground in person, rrom Aiiertun no
went to Kent City, thence by trail across
can pin your
Colla canon, thence to Eagle City, in
faith for a to
Fino canon, just above which are the
A Lone Star, Crown Point, Washington,
laxa
Queen of Spades, Iron King and a score
of other mines tDat now represent me
tive,
principal properties in the district. Capt.
Strover took instruments with him, made
purely
careful measurements and notations and
etable,
comes home convinced that not only these
incr' directly
mining claims, but Eagle City also, are
on the Liver
outside of the grant claim. He has pre
Kid
pared a map showing that trom jiagie
Citv north some four and a half miles tho
neys. Try it.
territory is public domain.
1

Simmons

or

Better

cure.
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and

Sold by all
DrnggmU in Liquid, or in Powder
to be' taken dry or made into a tea.

Tlio King of I.Ivor Alfdirlnrf.
ii
"1 have ueil ynnrKlmmnns J. Ivor ls
enn conxoienllous'.y vny It Ilie
It
a
I
consider
l;lnsr "f nil liver nieriiclncH.
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CONVICTED,

Found Guilty on Seven Counts of
Fraud and Embezzlement A
Noted Case Conoluded.

' WORTH Aejuirej-aB-

Tothe Editor of the New Mexican.
Albuquerque, N. M., April 11. Folsom
convicted on all counts presented to the

i.

SPRING GARDENERS
REMEMBER WE CARRY

OALIFOBITIA
COLORADO

I

Garden,
Field and
Flower

NOTICE
Complying with general

jury.

re- -

.
i quest,
Schofield, Receiver
(Signed)
Varieties not in stock furnished at Catalogue prices.
5
BEECHAM'S PILLS
The above telegram explains itself.
United
the
Catalogue on application.
Swill in future for
S. M. Folsom has been on trial before
1 States be covered with
Al
court
at
district
in
the
Collier
Judge
buaueraue for the past two weeks. He I A
was ohareed with embezzlement and mak
1
inir false entries while president of the
I completely disguising the
now defunct Albuquerque National bank
GOING TO AMIZETT.
The case was given to the jury late yestaste of the Pill without in any
There is a party of six Californians in terday afternoon, and in a short time it 5 way
us cun.di..
impairing
and returned a verdict
cems a atx.
the city on their way to the Taos gold came into court
lJnee
2$
whioh
the
of guilty on the seven counts
5
New York Depot 365 Canal btreet.
fields. There are four practical miners indite
had permitted tne jury io consider.
Theodore
Wild,
so
far
two
to
ladies.
have
also
and
The jury is said
They are,
gone
Henry Honetter and Adam Schnap, of as to recommend tnat r oisom db sen
and Julian Wild and tenced to five years at hard labor for
San Francisco,
each one of the seven counts on whioh ho
family, of Tacoma.
-- KEEP YOUR EYES TJPON- Mr. Theodore Wild spent some time in was found guilty. The case was defended
the Taos region last Bummer and left for by Messrs. N. B. Field and F. W. Clarcy
seT
1
San Franoisco three mouths ago to
and prosecuted by Hon. H. B. Fergusson,
The principal Town of the; Cochiti Mining
cure capital with which to develop his lo- who waB appointed special attorney to
District Situated in Pino Canon.
successcations. His mission proved a
assist U. S. District Attorney Hemingway
full
of
ful one and he is now returning
in this and the Dane bank cases. It was
Lot Selling Rapidly.
It is near all the big mines.FULL
case from start
a hotly contested
PARTICULARS
hope and confidence.
of Water. FOR
Plenty
the
for
a
with
Mr.
is
and
In an interview
reporter
to finish,
Fergusson
ADDRESS
am
Wild
"I
Mr."
said:
he
is
New Mexican
entitled to the compliments
moro than favorably impressed with the receiving on all sides for the vigor
the
district
I
pretty
and ability which he displayed in handling
prospected
country.
Delivered Every Morning and
thoroughly nnd made some good locations the case. Special Examiner J. B. Lazier
in Long canon and also in the Sangre de and Reoeiver Schofield are also to be con
Evening. Leave Orders
Eagle via Wallace.
Christo. There is both quartz and placer cratulated for the care they have taken
with or address
mining to be had. The leads are all good, in digging up the bottom facts in this
v
rank and rotten piece of jobbery
big and strong.
"The quartz is gold bearing and the
that has tied up nearly $50,000 of
has
ore free milling. While the country
New Mexico s public funds in ttusaetunct
been well prospected, there is still ten bank and robbed the Bernalillo county
plenty of ground for the prospector's and Albuquerque city public school treasAllerton, in the very heart of all the
uries, to sav nothing of the fraud that has
pick."
of
to
district, located in the month of
mining
done
been
many
depositors,
private
NOTES.
MINE
Pino canon, a most beautiful stretch of
whom are women and children.
Messrs. John Conway and Jack Harris
&QUEENSW&RE level country with grand pines or great
The penalty for Folsom's crime is five
drove out to Cochiti this morning. They to ten vears imprisonment for each of
height so distributed that it has the ap
COCHITI DISTRICT, N. M.
will remain some time and make arrange- fense. A friend of the New Mexican,
Picture frames and mouldings of all
pearance of a most Deautiiui par, auu
ments for developing the claims they
so sheltered by the immense cliffs on
kinds and patterns. We also buy and
writing from Albuquerque last night,
have staked.
either side that it is not affeoted by tne Transient Trade Solicited.
sell second-hangoods of all kinds.
savs:
wintfaor snows. It is surely destined to
The number of miners going into Cochi"Folsom's defenso narrowed down t
Exohange new goods for old ones.
Good Accommodations.
he the liveliest and largest city, in tact,
Goods sold on easy payments. We
ti is increasing daily. The following the effect that the rascality was done by
the only city of any importance in all this
Table First-ClasColorado miuers will outfit here
clerks in the bank, and as the people of
repair all kinds of furniture, uphol
finnhiti district. JNOttiins on eann can
and leave for tho district
this community know that D olsom handstering, mattresses remade, sowing
of
here.
rush
af.nn the
machines and musical instruments
Albert Wagner, Trinidad; Frank Speers, led the bank aud its funds (including the
On the aoth ot r eDruary, ioa, tne
BUSINESS NOTICES..
all kinds repaired and carpets sewed
territorial money) for his personal ends
Rico; James Stakes, Rico. Charles
satis
will
All
town of Allerton was laid out and before
work
El
and laid.
Paso,
guaranteed
and John Bright, of
and speculations, they are not surprised
ANOTHER gold find.
sunset of same day over eighty lots had
For Sale House and lot on San Francisco
also leave
at the honest verdict of the jury.
factory or money refunded.
next door west of Methodist church,
been sold. Without a house there in less Street,
"The usual motion for a new trial has
Mr. John Preston arrived in the city
55xH0 feet. Apply to Robert Harvey, city.
lot
than thirty days it now has a U. S. post- as the court's rulings have
Beecham's Pills are faithful friends.
but
been
made,
White
from
overland
yesterday afternoon
For Sale Fresh milch cows. Apply toE.
office, two aesayers, two notary omces,
been strongly in favor of the accused, it
one barber shop, two meat mamets, one Andrews.
Oaks, which place he left last Saturday
is hard to believe that a new trial will be
TOWN.
ABOUT
ROUND
bakerv. two hotels, three restaurants,
Salesmen can secure line of Hose, Beltine
morning. Mr. Preston brings newB of a
granted.
three general stores, one blacksmith, one and general Rubber, from Manufacturing
wonderful rich new gold strike iu the
"It is to be hoped that this verdict will
s
s
A
line for
hardware store, tairty miles 01 teiepnone, Corporation.
Gran Quiviria country. The night before
The lawn sprinklers were set in motion put an end to close corporations in bankman. r. u, lira wu, flew iui-iiot
irom
to
nil
the
water
to
have
city
parts
this
bank
snob,
piped
as
he left White Oaks that thriving place was on
appears
ing
the plaza grass plats
Pnoitinn Wnntnd A erood bov. II years of
the best nnd purest mountain springs.
and will clear the financial atmosthrown into a turmoil of excitement by
in a
The new citv administration will as been, of New Mexico, so that depositors
Where in the United States is there a town age, well educated, would like norposition
the exhibition of some gold ore in tho
hardware
phere
grocery, druggist
dry goods,
such progress! Where is store.
show
can
next.
Adthat
well
not
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their
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will
Monday
Can
be
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night
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money
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speuk
possession
there an opportunity to so quickly real- dress, Adolph Zinsser, Garcia St.
men, who naa orougni it in to nave is asThe citv board of nublio schools has bo handled by bank officials for their peran
small
so
from
returns
ize
immense
sayed. They had had it assayed in Socor- resolved to continue the schools in opera' sonal gain in reckless speculation."
investment?
ro and the result was too great for them
Wanted A woman to cook and do gen
Lots of striotly present value are now
to believe. They thought there must tion until June.
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House.
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Order
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medicine.
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spring
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eight
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For Sale. A No.l ranch, well improved,
ill lor several days with ening
acres of the only eligible ground for a four miles from the
medicine. Try it.
the ton. When the assay in that city gave been quite
thriving, town of
he same results as the Sooorro assay the asthma.
city in the district.
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officers
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of
the
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company
returned
Any
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excitement
City Attorney Spiess
ness house doing good business For furPERSONAL.
In an incredible short time after news city from Silver City this morning in
cheerfully and honestly answer any ques- ther particulars address Lock Box No. 15,
nontions or conscientiously choose for
of the find had been spread abroad a half order to be
N. M.
ELMO SALOON,
present at the trial f the
residents the most desirable lots left ac- Clayton,
A. Fislce is attending district
E.
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court
for
S.
deed
the
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before
remit
and
Santa Fe grant
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court at Las Vegas.
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miner,
yesferday
Ward,
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lots
for same. Stale about
price
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from
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wife
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Gov.
Thornton
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transacting any business. Judge, Slnss
NEW HOUSE.
Suffered, Scratched and Bled. Doc
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President.
arrived this morning, thus making a full the south this morning.
tors No Relief. Cured by Two
Hon. T. B. Catron left last night to atW. J. SKEED, Agent.
Choice Liquors, Wines and Cigars.
bench to try the Santa Fe grant ease
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Allerton, via Wallace, N. M.
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Corn
can
RemeW. W. Stewart, Salt Lake City; John
12 l-There Is no doubt that the Cuticura
can Peas
than twelve inches, dressed and cut round on
l-Call on him for a cold glass of St.
perform more wonderful cures
dies dailyskin
12
T
W.
Peter
S.
to
at
corners
all
the
be
Beans
and
Bead,
Lima
Preston,
Redding,
can
b
oomblned.
openings
top,
and blood remedies
all other
12
a
cure
or
to
curve
a
for
Fine
and
on
with
a
Louis
every
base
relievo
finished
speedily
Prunes
N:
beer,
White
posts
Jack
California
C.
.Cigar
M.;
Oaks,
They instantly
Williams,
-12
humor of the skin, scalp, and blood, with loss
be erected later.
Raisins
Choice bit of good Liquor.
of hair, from infancy to age, from pimples to
Brierty, J. A. Stinson, Cenillos; M. W'
75c
Bros.
as
were
follows:
The
bids
1 Gal. N. O. Molasses
Digneo
fail.
the
best
physicians
scrofula, when
B. B. Chattiu, New
well:
Rob
Needham,
25c
Native and Foreign Wines in Stock.
GaL N. O. Molasses
$1.73 per foot or $1,010 for the whole.
4
-A.
90c
W.
Donohue & Monier $1,64 per foot or
Givens, Hattie Turner,
Mexico,
Best Colorado Flour
Bold throughout the world. Trice, CmctmA,
POOL.
-AND
BILLIARDS
10c
1. 1'ottkb Drub
1
for the whole. The eontraot was Emma Turner, Albuquerque, are at the
D. S. Bacon
0c; Soap, 2c; Rrolvknt,
Coffee . 40c
and Chim. Corp , Sole Proprietors, Boston. free. awarded to Donohue & Monier.
Java
and
Mocha
Best
Opposite City Bakery.
20o
Bids were also opened for furnishing Exchange.
California Canned Goods
y" flow to Cure Skin DlecMea." mailed and book
At the Bon Ton Hotel: L. C. de Baca,
cases and library tables. The bids
Liberal discount in Quantities.
PLKB, blackheads, red, rough, chapped,
PIM oily akin cured by uuticuba BOAr.
were as follows: A. Windsor, $47.99; F. Pena Blanca; Seferino. Martinez, Pecos;
P. Crichton, $42; W. H. Soehnchon, $76; Albert Wagner, Trinidad; Manuel Madril,
L.
!
HOW MY BACK ACHES
C. C. Everhart, $86.
C.
M.
Arizona
Pedro
J.
Chavez,
Madril,
The contract was awarded F. P. .Crich-nesBack Ache, Kidney Pains, anil Weak- Soreness, lameness, Strains, and t
Q
ET(,thattg WM tne lowest, but Patricio Chavez, La GaUina; 'Pedro
ty
th! it as not according
SSS!7AmTvSSS:
Madrid, Tierra Azul; Manuel Madrid, Rio
specifications.

Tasteless and
Soluble Coating, i

E. D. FRANZ,

PET

L

n

INV

ANDREWS'
n. '

eagle,
eantajjeuairy.
pure
MILK & CREAM

M.

L

Secretary Eagle Townsite uo.

COLE,

job-ber-

FRANK ANDREWS.

THE MAGIC CITY,

&L

Myer's Hotel.
ALLERTON,

d

y

s.

Mo-Ilv-

MINERS

tirst-clus-

first-clas-

.

NVutli'mgton.

Z StitiKv

fifty-fiv-

Fuercoj John Diison, Cochiti; Alfred
Dirtoli, Lamy; C. F. Howard, IUinoie
Torn Hobson, Wallace; M. L. Schaltz,
Santa Cruz; W. M. Clark, John Rogers,
to
Wrecker
Bank
The Albuquerque
Cochiti; Frank Speers, James Stokes,'
Keep Company With His Cousin,
Rioo, Colo.; Gus Johnson, Albuquerque;
Bank AVrecker Dane.
Chas. Mollvain, John Bright, El Paso.
FOLSOM

three-fourt-

only

you

an

dozen outfits started for the Gran Qui
vira. The leads are said to co largo aim
well denned. The new find is two miles
from where the first well was found at the
e
miles
old town of Gran Quivira,
north of White Oaks and Bt the junction
counValencia
of Lincoln, Socorro and
ties. The town of Los Lunas is probably the nearest railroad point. a
It is said that the ore contains plentiful supply of free gold that is easily vis
ible to the naked eye.
As many as forty men have left White
Oaks to locate claims. Judge John
Hewitt, owuer of the Old Abe mine, sent
out prospectors and his example was followed by several others, including Mr. J.
B. Risque.
Mr. Preston was accompanied to this
city by a party consisting of Peter Reed,
Thos. Williams, Frank Gibbons, Vim.
Needham aud a Mr. Redding, a Lincoln
county capitalist. Although the entire
party wore aware of the Gran Quivira
strike they preferred to push on to Cochiti, for which plnoo they left Santa Fe
this afternoon. All the members of tho
party are miners.

Going to Cochiti, eat

iu red ou wirtjuier.

At No. 4

your meals at
MOTTLEY'S

ALLERTON, N. M.

wiae-sprea-

- 90c
Pride of Valley Flour, sack
15 c
Fresh Ranch Eggs, doz.
Peabody Creamery Butter, lbFruit 30c
20c
Cal. EXTRA Standard Table
12
b
can Tomatoes
10c
,'
b
can Blueberries
10c
b
can Blackberries
15c
b
can Strawberries 10c
Dry Salt Bacon n
85c
Coffee
b
can
27
Arbuckle Coffee
4)c
Basket Fired Japan Tea
30c
Sundried Japan Tea
Riverside Navel Oranges, box $3.25
$1.50
Colorado Oats
75c
Colorado Hay
Nebraska Corn I1,20
$1.25
Colorado Potatoes
The usual discount in quantities.
l--

3-l-

Chase-Sanbor-

l--

.

ST.

BENSON & SHELL.

J.

SCRATCHED 3 YEARS

ALLERTON,

MissA.Mugler,
MILLINERY

&

i

H.B,Cartwrigbt&Bro

PRICES.

GOODS

PBO PBIETORS.

AGENCY

GRIFFIN BLOCK.

l--

only-on-

Job Printing.

HENRY POLLMANN

der-Gal-

y

b.

l--

2-- lb

For Stock

Brokers, Mines, Banks,

Real Estate, BusiParticular attention

Companies,
ness etc. Men,

of Mingiven to Descriptive Pamphlets
We make a specialty of

ing Properties.

SHORT NOTICE,
LOW PRICES,
FISE WORK,
PROMPT

,

,
'

li

EXECUTION.

CORNER,

l--

-lb.

2-l- b.

2-l-

l-l--

PETER POWERS,

I

Exchange

s,

a

Hotel

tfcMkat

Stock Certificates

Ruled to order.

We use the

At GUSDORF

Stock of Spring Goods is now almost complete in every department and we invite the publio to call
been purchased at very low figures. We offer the same

Lafc'
The New Mexican.

John MoCullough Havana
Colorado saloon.

cigars at

DOLM'S

Our and inspect the same. All our goods have
at prices accordingly.

FINEST STANDARD PAPERS. Mies' Sprintt Wraps

Milk Prnch 10 ots B glass Bt the Colorado saloon.
Mliade nnrt Ornamental Trees.
The following varieties for sale cheap
to dispose of surplus stock: Elm, Cottonwood, Locust, Ash, Box Elder, from
six to twelve feet in height. Also good
stock of fruit trees, best varitios and native grown. Send for price list. Santa
Fe Nursery, Grant Rivenburg, proprietor.

k

Waists

from

from 35c

$2.75 up.

ip.

Ladies'

Heiioif

Late

Merwear

BOYS' WAISTS FROM 25

Fast Blact Hose

from 10g up,

Cf. PUm.
-

AJTTAFB,

-

CHAS

SHOE DEALERS.
.

IT. M.

tntrtlly Located, Enttrry MltM
TERMS REASONABLE.
VICIAL KITH BT IEI WUL
SAMPLE ROOMS ATTACHES.

J. T. FORSHA, Pre?.

BISHOP.

East Side of Plaza.

Hotel and Livery,
General Store
IHay and Grain.
ALBERT HORA,

from 10c up.

U.

the most fashionable fabric for ladies' waists, Seersucker, Dotted
India
Shirting, Embroideries,
Moire,
Organdies, Satteens,
Crepe
Linen,
Mulls,
Swiss Edgings, Laces, China and Surah Silks,
.
2TAn excellent line of CARPETS, MATTINC8, Etc., at Eastern prices.

A nice line of Princess Duck,

FERRT RATES ACROSS THE
RIVER TO COCHITI.

31-in- ch

$HOE8

Kmcrn,

Peralta Canon, Cochiti

I

Bill Heals of every description and
small Jobs promptly executed with care
and dispatch. Estimates given. Work

'

2-l- b.

Our line of Ladies' low cut shoes and slippers can not be excelled.

8LIPPER8,

We have the agency for
FOSTERS GENUINE KID GLOVES, from $1,25 to $2.50 a pair.
In all shades
We Guarantee every pair
Remember that we give you a rebate of 10 per cent on every cash purchase in coupons which coupons are
redeemable in silverware. Guaranteed 10 years' usage.

JO
Footman
.(...,....
Horse and man
..75
man
Horse, buggy and
Two-horteam and vehicle. ...f LOO
1.50
. .....
Wagon and four horses..........
8.00
Wagon and six horseo
regular
Stages and vehicles making
rate by
trips given
se

lfa

two-thir-

ticket.

SecretaryOochitiTransportation

pur-chasi-

Co.

Merchant Tailor,
Material furnished and suits
made from $27 up.
Trousers made from $7 up.
Perfect fit guaranteed. Cleaning
and repairing at short order.
The finest stock of samples in
town to choose from.

Lamy Block

-

Santa Fe,

0

(

OTTO JOHNSON & PETERSON,

